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Abstrak :

Library is an infrastructure that has significant role for learning in a school. Besides, it can support information need for users of the school. Generally, the service of library provides manual ways. It can impede the activities process in the library such as collection process, collection search, and circulation serve. Those phenomena make SMA YPPI-1 Surabaya needs information system that is effective and efficient to increase processing collection, and library serve. Library information system is correct solution to solve problems in the library of SMA YPPI-1 because it can help the librarian in making the report of administration, collection process, collection search and circulation serve maximally. The development of information system starts from system analysis that runs in the library of SMA YPPI-1. Then, the result of analysis can develop the system that has been running recently with system development life cycle model that it might run maximally. With the development of information system of SMA YPPI-1 can give the librarian in processing, searching, and serving of library collection easy and effective.
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